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a b s t r a c t

Light-metal sulfides have attracted great attention due to the technological application as energy storage
devices. Combining first-principles calculations with structure searching, sulfur-rich compounds were
explored theoretically in Be-S system. Interestingly, our results identify a hitherto unknown stoichi-
ometry BeS2 in bulk and two-dimensional (2D) configuration. With the pressure increasing, BeS2 in bulk
adopts P1 structure at ambient pressure, C2 phase over 1.6 GPa and then a cubic c-BeS2 with unique S22�

dimmers up to 5.8 GPa. The monolayer penta-BeS2 with Be2S3 pentagons and bilayer BeS structure are
presented. Predicted c-BeS2, 2D BeS2 and BeS phases show a semiconducting character, interestingly, c-
BeS2 is found to have a direct band gap of 1.52eV. The discovery of unknown beryllium sulfides and the
understanding of electronic and chemical bonding properties will provide prerequisite for the potential
application in electrochemistry.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The exploration of new materials for efficient energy storage
and conversion represents one of the most attractive topics in the
current energy-demanding world. Among diverse advanced energy
materials, light-metal-sulfur batteries with extremely high theo-
retical energy density and low cost, such as Li-S [1e3], Na-S [4,5]
and Mg-S [6e8] batteries, have been studied extensively for elec-
trochemical energy storage. Li-S batteries have the high energy
density of 2567Wh$kg�1, and environmental benignity [9,10]. In
addition, a Na-S room-temperature battery (RT Na-S) was produced
with a high specific capacity of 1610mAh g�1, where sulfur cathode
and Na anode enable a complete reduction to Na2S [11]. Owing to
the ability of providing two electrons for oxidation, magnesium has
been found as a competitive anode material. In the case of Mg-S
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batteries, it is reported that the theoretical capacity of sulfur
cathode and magnesium anode are 1675 and 2230mA h g�1

respectively [12]. As a result, with the rapid progress and excellent
properties of Li-, Na- and Mg-S batteries, it is natural to couple the
sulfur cathode with other alkali mental or alkali earth metal an-
odes. Since beryllium is a relatively light element and could provide
two electrons upon oxidization, the study of beryllium sulfides may
also be helpful to apply Be-S system for energy storage devices
within high chemical activity. Furthermore, the solid BeS proposed
by Hwang et al. [13] could be used for the reversible storage of H2.

Due to the small atomic radius and high ionization energy of Be
atom, the studies of structural and electronic properties of beryl-
lium compounds are of great interests [14,15]. In 1970, BeS with
zinc-blende structure was prepared by the reaction of Be metal
with H2S [16]. In 1995, Luo et al. found that at about 69 GPa, BeS
transform to NiAs-type structure [17]. Further, the transformation
of BeS from zinc-blende to NiAs structure under 59 GPa was
revealed by Narayana et al. [18] via X-ray-diffraction (XRD) analysis.
Owing to the high toxicity of beryllium compounds [19], few
experimental investigations have been reported up to now. The
theoretical studies have uncovered some interesting properties by
electronic analysis. For example, the potential applications for
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optoelectronic and microelectronic devices of BeS have been sug-
gested [20e22]. The wide band gap of bulk BeS (3.14eV in our re-
sults) made it possible for the production of blue-green laser diodes
[23,24]. These discoveries stimulate further investigations on Be-S
system to find more potential applications through theoretical
methods.

In this work, we employed first-principle calculations and
structural searching for the discovery of unknown beryllium sul-
fides under ambient and high pressures. The phase stabilities under
pressure were checked by the calculations of formation enthalpy
and phonon spectra. Strikingly, a new stoichiometric BeS2 phase
with pyrite structure (c-BeS2) was revealed at 25 GPa, which has
never been reported before. Besides, we also predicted a bilayer BeS
phase (T-BeS) and a monolayer BeS2 phase (penta-BeS2). The
structural feature and electronic analysis will be also discussed in
detailed.
Fig. 1. The calculated formation enthalpies (DH) of various BexSy compounds at
pressure of (a) 0 GPa, (b) 25 GPa, (c) 50 GPa and (d) 100 GPa. The experimental phases
are shown in green solid or open squares, our predicted bulk phases are shown in red
solid or open squares, the layer phases are shown in blue open rhombuses. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)

Table 1
Calculated lattice constants (a and c in Å), formation enthalpies (DHf in eV/atom) at
zero pressure and zero temperature, and band gaps (Eg in eV by GGA-PBE and HSE)
for BeS and BeS2 compared to available theoretical and experimental results.

phase SG a c DHf PBE-Eg HSE-Eg ref.

c-BeS F43m 4.881 �1.025 3.14 4.03
4.878 3.10 Theo. [42]
4.863 3.13 Theo. [43]
4.745 2.75 Theo. [44]
4.865 5.5 Exp. [18]

h-BeS P63/mmc 3.311 5.264 �0.498 1.45 2.27
3.28 5.077 Theo. [41]

T-BeS P3m1 3.475 �0.922 3.79 4.79
H-BeS P63/mmc 3.460 �0.838 4.13 5.37

3.440 4.26 Theo. [45]
c-BeS2 Pa3 5.553 �0.380 1.52 2.53
penta-BeS2 P421m 4.666 �0.554 2.61 3.79
2. Computation details

To find out the possible candidates of Be-S system, the global
structure searching of stable Be-S system was performed using the
structure swarm global optimization methodology as implemented
in the Crystal structure AnaLYsis by Particle Swarm Optimization
(CALYPSO) package [25,26] interfaced with Vienna ab initio simu-
lation package (VASP) [27], which can efficiently obtain the stable
structures just depending on the given chemical compositions. We
have performed structure searches at pressure of 0, 25, 50 and
100 GPa with up to six formula units (f.u.), the population size of
each generation is fixed to 60, and the number of generation is set
to 40. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [28] is used for the exchange-correlation
potential within density functional (DFT) theory. We also calcu-
lated band structures based on Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06)
hybrid functional [29,30]. The electron-ion interaction was
described by pseudopotentials within the scalar relativistic
projector-augmented wave (PAW) [31] approximationwith 2s2 and
3s23p4 as valence electrons for Be and S, respectively. During
structure optimization, the energy precision to 1.0� 10�5 eV, the
maximum force was 1� 10�2 eV/Å. A plane-wave cut-off energy of
500 eV and Monkhorst-Pack k-point meshes [32] with a grid
spacing of 2p� 0.03Å�1 were adopted for the first Brillouin Zone to
ensure the energies converged to within 1 meV/atom. Phonon
spectra were calculated using a direct supercell approach as
implemented in PHONOPY code [33] with the forces calculated
from VASP. The electronic structures and bonding properties were
also carried out, including band structures, density of states (DOS),
crystal orbital Hamilton populations (COHP) [34] and electron
localization function (ELF) [35]-an electron localization indicator.
The electron transfer was calculated via the Bader charge scheme
[36]. Mulliken overlap populations (MOP) [37] were calculated us-
ing Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP) code [38].
Crystal figures were plotted by VESTA [39].

The chemical stabilities of various BexSy compounds are checked
by calculating the average atomic formation enthalpies up to
100 GPa. The stability with respect to elemental Be and S solids at
each pressure is calculated with the equation below:

DHf ¼
�
H
�
BexSy

�
exHðBeÞ � yHðSÞ��ðxþ yÞ

DHf is the relative enthalpy of formation per atom, H(BexSy) is
the formation enthalpy per formula unit of the compound, H(Be)
and H(S) are the calculated equilibrium energies of hexagonal-
Be(S.G. P63/mmc), SI (S.G. Fddd) for 0 GPa, SII (S.G. I41/acd) for 25
and 50 GPa, and SIII (S.G. Cmcm) for 100 GPa [40], x and y are the
number of Be and S atoms for stoichiometries, respectively.
3. Results and discussion

Our structural searches were carried out from Be3S to BeS4. The
phase stability was examined firstly by the construction of the bi-
nary Be-S convex-hull (Fig. 1). F43m-BeS (denoted as c-BeS) is the
only thermodynamically stable phase at 0 GPa. Pa3-BeS2 (denoted
as c-BeS2) shows on the convex hull starting at about 25 GPa, and it
is energetically preferred at least up to 100 GPa. Besides, P63/mmc-
BeS (donated as h-BeS) is lying on the convex-hull rather than c-BeS
at 100 GPa. As seen in Table 1, the calculated deviation of the lattice
parameters is about 0.3% from experimental results for c-BeS,
indicating the reliability of the present calculations. To further
clarify the phase transition pressure, the enthalpy differences of
BeS (relative to F43m phase) and BeS2 (relative to P1 phase) phases
are calculated and plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of pressure. Both
the zinc-blende type BeS (c-BeS) and its high pressure phase, NiAs
type BeS (h-BeS) were reproduced by our structural searching.
Notably, the transition pressure of 58.9 GPa is extremely close to the
experimental result (59 GPa) [18] and previous prediction
(58.46 GPa) [41], further validating the reliability of our predictions.
The crystal structures for c- and h-BeS are plotted in Fig. 2a. It could



Fig. 2. Formation enthalpies difference (a) relative to F43m phase for BeS and (b) relative to P1 phase for BeS2 as a function of pressure. The crystal structures of F43m-, P63/mmc-BeS
(c-,h-BeS) and Pa3-BeS2 (c-BeS2) polyhedron view are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. Red and blue spheres indicate Be and S atoms, respectively. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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be seen that zinc-blende-type BeS forms the perfect BeS4 (SBe4)
tetrahedron within the unique Be-S bond length, 2.114 Å. Four
adjacent BeS4 tetrahedrons are linked together by sharing one S
atom, then stacked in columns paralleling to c direction. The high
pressure phase, h-BeS, can be characterized as BeS6 octahedrons
stacked along [001] direction by face-sharing. Each Be atom sits in
the center of the octahedron with the equal Be-S bond length
(2.321 Å). Thus, the increasing of the coordination numbers from
four to six was observed for BeS phases under pressure. The bigger
Be-S separation in the h-BeS could be aroused from the increasing
coordination numbers as well.

Intriguingly, a hitherto unreported pyrite-type BeS2 (S.G. Pa3,
donated as c-BeS2) becomes thermodynamically stable above
25 GPa (see in Figs. 1b and 2b). BeS2 firstly adopts P1 structure
(Fig. 2b), then transforms into C2 phase at about 1.6 GPa. Subse-
quently, C2 phase transforms into Pa3 phase at about 5.8 GPa. The
lattice parameters and crystal structures of P1 and C2 BeS2 are
shown in Table S1 and Fig. S1. It is possible to obtain P1- and C2-
BeS2 in the electrochemical process, owing to their preference to
the low pressure. c-BeS2 appears on the convex hull at about
25 GPa, and it is energetically preferred at least up to 100 GPa. The
pyrite-type BeS2 is stable at pressures well within the current reach
of high-pressure apparatuses. It can be expected that, similar to
other pyrite-type compounds(i.e. FeS2 [46] and PtN2 [47]), c-BeS2
once obtained may be recovered to ambient conditions. From
Fig. 3a, c-BeS2 has a simple cubic structure with one equivalent Be
occupying the position at 4a (0.000, 0.500, 0.500) and one equiv-
alent S at 8c (0.392, 0.108, 0.892) site. This structure is similar to
NaCl structure, where Be takes the position of the cation sites and
S2 takes the position of the anion sites. The most striking feature of
this structure is that each S atom is tetrahedrally coordinated by
three Be atoms and meanwhile bonded with another S atom,
forming exotic quasi-molecular S2 units, just like the S2 dimers in
pyrite-FeS2 [46], the O2 units existing in pyrite-BeO2 [48] and N2
dimers in PtN2 [47], acting as persulfide ion (S22�). The bond length
of S2 dimer is 2.071 Å, which is comparable to 2.065 Å and 2.086 Å
in NiS2 and MnS2 [49], respectively, slightly shorter than that in
FeS2 (2.16 Å) [50]. The S-S bond length in S2 dimers is also larger
than that in SI (2.06 Å) [40], which may come from the existence of
the S-S antibonding states (see later). From polyhedron point of
view (Fig. 2b), as same as h-BeS, each Be atom in c-BeS2 is sixfold
coordinated by S atoms, forming the ideal octahedron with equal
Be-S bond (2.337 Å) at 0 GPa, very close to that in h-BeS (2.321 Å),
longer than that in c-BeS (2.114 Å). The octahedrons (BeS6) are
interconnected with sulfur atoms by vertex sharing and S2 dimers.
We note that pyrite-FeS2 has been demonstrated to be potential
electrode material with theoretical specific capacity of 894 mAhg�1

[51], therefore, the electrochemical property of isostructural BeS2
deserves further research.

Due to the large volume changing of electrodes during charge
and discharge process, the nano-scaled materials with layer
structures usually exhibit better cycling performance in compari-
son with the counterpart bulk materials [52]. Therefore, two
dimensional layered structures for BeS and BeS2 were also explored
here. As shown in Fig. 1a, there are bilayer and monolayer struc-
tures obtained from our structural researches: P3m1-BeS (donated
as T-BeS) and P421m-BeS2 (donated as penta-BeS2) stand out from
the massive structure searching, respectively. Note that both layer
phases are not sitting on the line of convex hull, while it is not
surprising as 2D materials are usually metastable structures. For
example, borophene is metastable by 0.56 eV/atomwith respect to
bulk phase, but it was synthesized experimentally on single crystal
Ag [53,54]. What's more, DHf of T-BeS phase is �0.922 eV/atom,
higher than the F43m bulk phase by only 0.103 eV/atom, and lower
than that of the 2D H-BeS by 0.084 eV/atom, which was proposed
previously by Jin et al. [45] DHf of penta-BeS2 is �0.554 eV/atom,
about 0.122 eV/atom above the convex-hull, and lower than that of
Pa3 bulk phase, indicating the great possibility of experimental
synthesis for the two layer phases.

As seen in Fig. 3cef, T-BeS adopts a bilayer structure where the
single layer is similar to h-BN, both Be and S atoms are fourthfold
coordinated. It could been seen from Fig. 3e that the layer fluctuates
with 0.614Å, and the total thickness is 2.805 Å, on the other hand,
Be atoms are sited on top of the S atoms and vice versa. The
intralayer distance of Be-S bonds is 2.098 Å, which is slightly larger
than 1.98 Å in H-BeS [45], shorter than the Be-S bond length in the
three bulk structures discussed above, and the Be-S interlayer
distance is 2.191 Å. Penta-BeS2 is a quasi-2D structure similar with
P421m-SiP2 predicted by Huang et al. [55] and penta-GeP2 pre-
dicted by Fazel et al. [56] Each Be is coordinated with four S atoms,
and each S atom connects with two Be atoms and one S atom,
forming a Be2S3 pentagon network. Fazel et al. also proposed that
DHf of O-GeP2 (with orthogonal SiP2 structure [57]) is higher than
penta-GeP2 by 0.008eV/atom. For comparison, we also build up O-
BeS2 with orthogonal SiP2 structure (see in Fig. S1c and Table S1),
however, DHf of O-BeS2 is �0.444 eV/atom, higher than penta-BeS2



Fig. 3. Structures of (a) c-BeS2, (c) and (e) T-BeS from top and side views, (d) and (f)
penta-BeS2 from top and side views. Electron localization function (ELF) for (b) c-BeS2
on the plane of (�1 0 1), (g) T-BeS on the plane of (0 0 1), (h) and (i) penta-BeS2 on the
plane of (0 0 1). Side and top views of the ELF with isosurface of 0.75 for (j) T-BeS and
(k) penta-BeS2, respectively. Red and yellow spheres indicate Be and S atoms,
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Phonon dispersion curves of c-Be
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by about 0.11 eV/atom. Therefore, O-BeS2 is excluded here. It could
be seen from Fig. 3f that the layer of penta-BeS2 fluctuates with
1.161Å, and the total thickness is 2.321 Å, which is slightly thinner
than penta-GeP2 (2.86 Å). From the side view, it could be seen as the
well-known triple-layer structure with the Be atomic plane sand-
wiched by two S atomic planes, common to most of 2D transition-
mental dichalcogenides, such as MoS2 [58]. It is noteworthy that Be
and S atoms are fourthfold and threefold bonded respectively, both
are forming eight-electron shell closure, which could enhance the
stability further. Moreover, the S-S bond length is 2.106 Å (slightly
longer than the 2.071 Å S-S bond length in c-BeS2), and the Be-S
bond length is 2.103 Å (comparable to that in T-BeS), so the Be2S3
penta-rings are close to equilateral pentagons.

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4, the phonon spectra were
calculated to determine the dynamic stability for the sulfides. There
is no imaginary frequency observed in the entire Brillouin zone for
the identified phases, indicating their dynamical stability in the
considered pressure range.

To get more insight into the bonding features of these phases,
the Electron Localization Function (ELF) are depicted in Fig. 3 and
Fig. S2. As expected, S atoms show the pronounced electron local-
izations, agreeing well with the higher electronegativity of S (2.58)
atom than Be atom (1.57), indicating the strong ionic character for
Be-S bonds. Bader charge analysis also confirms that about 1.6e
were transferred from Be atom to S atom, for all considered
beryllium sulfides here, which is closed to the ideal 2e for S2� or
S22�, supporting the S2�/S22� anions nature in BeS/BeS2. However,
this electron transfer also indicates the slightly covalent bonding
for Be-S bonding, which has been provided by previous results as
well [18,59]. On the other hand, for S-S bonding (in c-BeS2 and
penta-BeS2), the significant electron can be seen between two S
atoms in Fig. 3b, i and k. The ELF value of greater than 0.75 between
S dimers indicates a strong nonpolar covalent bonding.

The calculated band structures at ambient condition are shown
in Fig. 5, Figs. S3 and S4. It can be seen that c-BeS is a semiconductor
with indirect band gap of 3.14 eV (Fig. S3a), in good agreement with
previous theoretical results [42,43], and lower than the experi-
mental result [18], due to the underestimations of PBE calculations
(see in Table 1). h-BeS is also an indirect semiconductor with band
gap of 1.45 eV at 0 GPa in our calculation (Fig. S3b), which is very
close to the optimum band gap for single-junction photovoltaic
applications (1.4 eV) [60]. The band structure of predicted c-BeS2
indicates the semiconducting character with a direct band gap of
1.52 eV at G point, larger than the indirect band gap of pyrite-FeS2
(0.95 eV) [61]. It could be observed that the four single bands along
the G-M line always degenerate to one band along the M-R line,
similar with the CN2 in pyrite structure [62]. The orbital analyses
reveal that the valence band maximum (VBM) at G point is mainly
S2 (a), T-BeS (b) and penta-BeS2 (c).



Fig. 5. The band structures for c-BeS2 (a), T-BeS (b) and penta-BeS2 (c).
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composed of S-py and pz orbitals, while the conduction band min-
imum (CBM) at G point is dominated by S-px, py and pz orbitals. For
the bilayer T-BeS, it is an indirect semiconductor with band gap of
3.79 eV, smaller than the indirect band gap of H-BeS (4.26 eV)
mentioned above [45]. The VBM at G point is mainly composed of S-
px and py orbitals, while S atoms have almost no contributions for
the CBM at M point. For the monolayer penta-BeS2, it is also an
indirect semiconductor with band gap of 2.61 eV, larger than that of
MoS2 (1.9eV) [63]. The VBM at F and B points are mainly contrib-
uted by S-pz orbitals while the main contributions of CBM between
F and B points are from S-py orbitals.

In order to provide further insights into the stability and phys-
ical properties, the density of states (DOS) and COHP curves are
plotted in Fig. 6 and Fig. S5. Notably, for these five phases, there is a
common feature that S-p orbitals (pz orbitals, in particular) are
almost dominated near the Fermi level (EF). For c-BeS, the S-px or-
bitals are dominant in the energy interval of �5.8 to �3.9 eV,
wherein the hybridizations between Be-s states and S-p states
(including px and py) make contribution to the structural stability.
While the states in the energy range from �3.9 to �2.6 eV are
dominated by S-py orbital, then S-pz orbital is dominant
from �2.6 eV to EF. For h-BeS, there are also some hybridization
between Be-s and S-px, py in the energy range of �7.2 to �6.6 eV.
The weaker hybridizations over a narrower energy range in com-
parisonwith c phase are in accordancewith the relative smaller Be-
S COHP values, which may be ascribed to the longer Be-S bond
length (2.321 Å) than that of c-BeS (2.113 Å). For T-BeS, analogous to
c- and h-BeS, Be-s and S-px, py states hybridize in the energy in-
terval of �4.5 to �2.4 eV. However, there is an obvious COHP peak
for the intralayer Be-S bonds at �4.2eV, indicating stronger
bonding interaction of intralayer than that of the interlayer. It is also
Fig. 6. The density of states (DOS) and COHP (in eV per pair) curves for c-BeS2 (a), T-Be
photographs.
confirmed that Mulliken overlap populations (MOP) value is higher
by 0.32 for the intralayer bonds (0.56 and 0.24 for intra- and inter-
layer bonds, respectively). While the bond length of interlayer
bonds (2.191 Å) is just 0.093 Å shorter than that of intralayer
(2.098 Å), thus the uniqueness of structure determines the stronger
bonds of intralayer than interlayer. In addition, MOP value of Be-S
bond is 0.58 for c-BeS, 0.32 for h-BeS, 0.40 for c-BeS2 and 0.53 for
penta-BeS2. The relative higher Be-SMOP values and bonding states
of Be-S bonds in COHP analysis also confirm the existence of some
covalent property in Be-S bonding.

For the predicted c- and penta-BeS2, significant sp3 hybridiza-
tion of S-s, px, py and pz orbitals can be observed in a wide energy
region of valence band (�7.2 eV to EF for Pa3- BeS2 and -5.3 eV to EF
for P421m-BeS2), originating from the robust covalent bonding of S-
S dimers, as shown in the ELF analysis. In the case of COHP, it is
saliency to note that the S-S bonding interaction is much stronger
than that of Be-S bonding. As shown in Fig. 6a and c, the S-S
bonding states is starting from �7.3 to �2.5 eV for c-BeS2 and
from �5.6 to �2.0 eV for penta-BeS2, the wider bonding energy
range for c-BeS2 unveils the stronger S-S dimers bonding in
particular pyrite structure, in line with the shorter S-S bond length
of c-BeS2. Simultaneously, a certain of antibonding states could be
seen from �2.5 eV to EF and from �2.0 eV to EF for c- and penta-
BeS2 respectively, which are basically built up by the p* states of S2
dimmers occupied by the electrons transferred from Be atoms. On
the other hand, the S-S MOP values are 0.39 and 0.38 for c- and
penta-BeS2, respectively. The relatively weak interactions may be
originated from the antibonding states in S-S bonding.
S (b) and penta-BeS2 (c). The vertical line at zero is the Fermi energy level in DOS
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we performed systematically structural predictions
in the Be-S system at ambient and high pressure. A bulk structure
(c-BeS2) was identified to be stable thermodynamically and
dynamically at 25 GPa. Bilayer T-BeS and monolayer penta-BeS2
also stood out from our predictions. Furthermore, we investigated
the electronic properties of the five phases on ab initio level. The
results of band structures reveal that c-BeS2 is a direct band gap
semiconductor, while the others show semiconducting features
with indirect band gaps. By analyzing bonding properties, it is
observed that Be-S bonds hold ionic property mainly with some
covalent feature, and S atoms of the two BeS2 phases are in the form
of S2 units with strong covalent bond character. The outstanding
properties make contribution to the stability and extremely large
possibility to synthesis for the three phases we predicted. We have
offered new possibilities of direct band gap bulk-semiconductor
and indirect band gap layer-semiconductor in Be-S system, which
could have potential applications in optical and electrical
technologies.
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